Power of attorney
Deliveries are only at the/the
authorized agent (s) he-pray!
Attorney Torsten Schmidt
is hereby against in the criminal case
because of
authorized:
1. for process control (eg by § § 81 ff ZPO), including the power to survey and
withdrawal counterclaims;
2. to file motions in divorce and divorce matters, to conclude agreements on the
consequences of divorce and to file motions on He-distribution of pension and any
other support;
3. for the representation and defense in criminal cases and summary offenses (§ § 302,
374 Criminal Procedure Code), including the preliminary proceedings, (in case of
absence) for representation pursuant to § 411 II StPO with express authorization and
under § § 233 I, 234 Code of Criminal Procedure, to make applications accordingly of
criminal and criminal procedure and motions pursuant to the Act on Compensation for
law enforcement measures, especially for loading application procedures;
4. to act in any other proceedings and extra-judicial proceedings of any kind (especially
in accident cases to assert claims against the injuring party, vehicle owners and
insurers of those);
5. to establish and terminate contractual relationships and to make and accept unilateral
declarations of intent (eg layoffs) in connection with the above "because ..."
mentioned matter.
This authorization is valid for all instances and also extends to secondary and subsequent
proceedings (interim eg arrest and disposition, the determination of costs, levy of compulsory
execution, intervention-, foreclosure, receivership and payment into court also insolvency
proceedings). It involves withdrawing particular the power to effect and accept the authority
wholly or partially transferred to another (the attorney), appeal, or to renounce it, the lawsuit
or extrajudicial proceedings by comparison, renunciation or recognition of knowledge to do,
money, valuables and documents, in particular, was the cause of action, and that of the
opponents of the court or other authorities receive amounts to be reimbursed and to access
records. Partnership members (letterhead) do not require separate authorization because it
extends to all persons.
_______________________
(Place, Date)

________________________________________
(Signature / s)

